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ABSTRACT: We report a pyroprotein seed layer (PSL,
∼100 nm in thickness)-coated Cu foil electrode (PSL-Cu)
demonstrating highly reversible Na metal storage behavior
with a mean Coulombic efficiency (CE) of ∼99.96% over 300
cycles in a glyme-based electrolyte. Via a synergistic effect
with the electrolyte, the carbonaceous thin film containing
numerous nucleophilic active sites guides the homogeneous
Na metal deposition/stripping process with the formation of
numerous catalytic seeds, resulting in remarkably stable
cycling and a low Na metal nucleation overpotential of ∼10
mV. In addition, the CE deviation values of the PSL-Cu
electrode were ∼0.43% in several cell tests, demonstrating its
reliable cycling behavior with low cell-to-cell variation. The
practicality of PSL-Cu was further demonstrated via full-cell experiments with a polyanion cathode, in which it achieved a high
specific power density and energy density of 3,800 W kg−1 and ∼402 W h kg−1, respectively. This work provides a simple
process for the fabrication of a Na metal anode.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Sodium-ion batteries (NIBs) have drawn a lot of attention as a
promising post-Li-ion batteries (LIBs) owing to their well-
known redox properties, which are similar to those of LIBs,
and the ubiquity of Na resources.1,2 For the practical
application of NIBs, one of the major obstacles is the absence
of realizable anode materials exhibiting high reversible
capacities, low redox potentials, high Coulombic efficiencies
(CEs), high rate capabilities, and stable cycling perform-
ances.1−3 Extensive research efforts are being devoted to
developing a new active material with high performance, and
various anode materials have been reported.4−20 Hard
carbons,4,5 nanostructured sp2 carbon materials,6−9 conversion
and/or alloying materials based on metal oxide/sulfide/
phosphide,10−16 alloying materials,17−19 and others20−24 have
been reported in the past several years. However, the reported
materials do not exhibit the requisite CE, volumetric/
gravimetric energy efficiency, and/or cycle life. To maintain
stable cycling over several hundreds of cycles, CEs of more
than 99.9% are required. Additionally, in order for NIBs to be
used as an alternative power source to LIBs, anode materials
with volumetric/gravimetric energy efficiencies that surpass
those of graphite in LIBs are needed. In addition, except for
carbon-based materials, the synthetic processes and material
costs of the reported anode materials render them
uncompetitive for potential large-scale application of NIBs in
fields such as uninterruptible power supply systems, electric

vehicles, and grid systems. Sodium metal can deliver a
significantly high capacity of 1166 mA h g−1 at a redox
potential of −2.71 V versus SHE but suffers from a low CE and
safety issues caused by dendritic metal growth.25−29 During the
charging process, high aspect ratio dendritic metals are grown
with the formation of a large amount of solid electrolyte
interface (SEI) layers, one side of which is connected to the
conducting substrate. The contact area of the dendritic metals
is preferentially removed during the discharge process, causing
mossy dead Na metal byproducts.29 Owing to the mossy dead
Na metal byproducts, which are nonconducting and inactive,
the CE decreases and the cell resistance increases. In addition,
the repetitive formation/deformation cycles of the high-
surface-area dendritic metals induce continuous electrolyte
decomposition, causing the exhaustion of the electrolyte and a
reduction in the CE.25 Notably, Cui’s group reported that a
glyme-based electrolyte is slightly decomposed in a metal
deposition/stripping process and can obstruct dendritic Na
metal overgrowth.26 Through the formation of a homoge-
neous, inorganic SEI layer composed of sodium oxide and
sodium fluoride, which was highly impervious to the glyme
solvent, they achieved average CEs of about 99.9% and stability
during 300 cycles at an areal current density of 0.5 mA cm−2.26
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This result suggests the significant potential of the Na metal
anode because not only does the system require no active
material, electrolyte additive, conducting agent, or binder, but
its electrochemical performance is also at a practical level.
However, the Cu-foil-based electrode system requires a careful
review and further development to optimize the cell-to-cell
variation and cycling stability. For example, the effects of
surface properties and nucleation sites on the Cu foil are
unclear. Additionally, it remains unclear whether the
introduction of catalytic sites can further increase the
electrochemical performance. Zhang et al. reported that
extrinsic defects in graphene-based materials can be
nucleophilic sites for metal nucleation, leading to uniform
metal development on the whole surface of the catalytic
electrode materials.30 In addition, Cohn et al. showed that a
carbon layer on the Al substrate contributes to highly efficient
and stable plating and stripping of Na metal, with its nucleation
overpotential being reduced to ∼12 mV compared with that
(∼19 mV) of the bare Al substrate.31 These references indicate
that carbon-based materials including defective carbon
structures can result in the coincident growth of metal on
their large surface areas, obstructing dendritic metal growth in
a particular region with an uneven SEI layer or a large Na ion
flux. Hence, it is expected that the combination of a glyme-
based electrolyte and carbon-based catalytic materials could
yield a notable result with high CEs and stable cycle lives. In
our previous study, catalytic carbon nanomaterials with a
macroporous structure, called as MC-CNTs, were introduced
as a template guiding a stable metal plating/stripping process
in a glyme-based electrolyte and showed a stable cycling
performance over 1000 cycles with average CEs of 99.9%.32

The electrochemical performance of the MC-CNTs was
further demonstrated through a full-cell experiment using a
polyanion cathode material, proving that their performance
was at a practical level. However, for the practical application
of metal anodes, more reliable cell performance with a low cell-
to-cell variation and a simple method based on well-established
technology are required. Moreover, the CEs need to be
improved further. This can be achieved through the
introduction of more catalytic active sites and ensuring a
highly even and homogeneous interfacial area, as well as the
introduction of nucleophilic active sites for better wettability of
the glyme-based electrolyte.

In this study, a thin pyroprotein seed layer (PSL, ∼100 nm
thick) was coated on a Cu substrate via spin-coating with a
regenerated silk fibroin (RSF) followed by pyrolysis at 800 °C.
The PSLs were composed of highly disordered carbon building
blocks in which Na ions can diffuse and come into contact with
numerous defective carbon sites. Therefore, the homogeneous
deposition of Na metal can be induced on the PSL-coated Cu
electrode (PSL-Cu) at a high areal current density of ∼4 mA
cm−2. The nucleation overpotential of PSL-Cu remarkably
decreases by ∼10 mV, which is a much lower value than that
(∼26 mV) of a bare Cu foil electrode. In addition, the PSL-Cu
achieved stable Na metal deposition/dissolution during ∼300
cycles with a mean CE of ∼99.96%, which is the highest value
reported for metal anodes thus far. Moreover, the PSL-based
Na metal anode has a significantly low cell-to-cell variation
with a CE deviation of ∼0.43%. Considering the simple
fabrication process and well-established chemistry of PSL-Cu,
the electrochemical performance of PSL-Cu deserves signifi-
cant attention. The feasibility of PSL-Cu was further
demonstrated via a full-cell experiment using a reported
polyanion cathode, which revealed a high specific energy of
402 W h kg−1 at 390 W kg−1, high specific power of 3800 W
kg−1 at 275 W h kg−1, and stable cycling with a capacity
retention of 86% after 30 cycles. This work proves that the
electrochemical performance of a metal anode can be advanced
by (1) increasing the number of catalytic nucleation sites for
metal electrodeposition and (2) enhancing the wettability of
the electrolyte through the introduction of a large number of
nucleophilic functional groups.33−35

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Preparation of PSL-Cu. Cocoons of Bombyx mori silkworm silk

were prepared by the reported method.6 The final concentration of
the silk fibroin aqueous solution was controlled to be 4.0 wt %. The
RSF solution was thereafter spin-coated onto Cu foils at 4000 rpm.
To control the thickness of the RSF thin film, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 wt %
RSF solutions were also prepared and spin-coated onto Cu foils at
4000 rpm. The RSF-coated Cu foils were heated in a furnace at 800
°C under an inert gas flow (200 mL min−1) by applying a heating rate
of 5 °C min−1 and a holding time of 2 h at 800 °C. After the pyrolysis
process of the RSF thin film, the resulting PSL-Cu was cooled down
to ambient temperature under an inert gas flow and then kept in a
vacuum oven at 30 °C.

Characterization. The RSF- and PSL-coated samples and their
electrochemical performances were examined using several analytic

Figure 1. FE-SEM images of (a) silk fibroin thin film, (b) PSL fracture surfaces, and (c) PSL in-plane. (d) High-resolution FE-TEM image of the
PSL and an inset revealing its selected area diffraction pattern. (e) Raman spectrum and (f) XRD pattern of the PSL. XPS (g) C 1s, (h) O 1s, and
(i) N 1s spectra of the PSL.
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methods, which were described in the Supporting Informa-
tion.6,12,32,36

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The silk fibroin thin film prepared from the 4 wt % RSF
aqueous solution via spin-coating (4000 rpm) has a
homogeneous thickness of ∼500 nm as shown in Figure 1a.
After pyrolysis at 800 °C, the chemical structure of the silk
fibroin is drastically changed to a poly-aromatic hexagonal
carbon-based structure and its thickness is significantly reduced
by ∼100 nm (Figure 1b).37,38 Nevertheless, it is remarkable
that the resulting PSL has a uniform thickness and highly even
surface with a low root-mean-square roughness (Rrms) value of
∼0.57 nm (Figure S1). The Rrms of the PSLs was affected by
their thickness. When the thickness of the PSLs is lower than
100 nm, their Rrms values increase sharply (Figure S1).
Therefore, the PSL was prepared with a thickness of ∼100 nm
for catalytic Na metal deposition/stripping. In-plane field
emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) and optical
images of the PSLs support their uniformity (Figures 1c and
S2). The microstructure of the PSLs was confirmed using FE
transmission electron microscopy (FE-TEM) images after
being transferred onto a TEM grid, as shown in Figure 1d. A
highly disordered carbon structure with no long-range
graphitic ordering is confirmed using the FE-TEM image
(Figure 1d), and the selected area diffraction pattern also
supports the disordered structure of the PSLs (inset of Figure
1d). The detailed microstructure of the PSLs was further
investigated using Raman spectra and X-ray diffraction (XRD)
patterns. In the Raman spectrum (Figure 1e), distinct peak
pairs were observed at 1359.6 and 1605.8 cm−1, which
correspond to the D and G bands, respectively. The D band
originates from the disordered A1g breathing mode of the poly-
hexagonal carbon structures, whereas the G band originates
from the E2g vibration mode of the six-membered aromatic
ring.37 Therefore, the presence of D and G bands suggests that
the hexagonal ring structures composed of sp2-hybridized
carbon atoms are well developed. Further, the D to G ratio
(ID/IG) of the Raman spectrum provides information on the

lateral size (La) of the crystalline graphene domains.38 The
PSLs have an ID/IG value of 0.78, corresponding to an La of
approximately 5.6 nm. In contrast to the Raman spectrum,
which showed two distinct peaks, the XRD pattern of the PSLs
showed a very broad graphite (002) peak around 22°,
indicating hardly developed graphitic ordering of the carbon
basic structural units (Figure 1f). The chemical structure of the
PSLs was characterized using X-ray photoelectron spectrosco-
py (XPS) analysis (Figure 1g−i). In the C 1s spectrum, the
main sp2 CC bonding was found at 284.4 eV, and sp3 C−C,
C−O/C−N, and O−CO bonding were observed at 284.7,
285.9, and 289.6 eV, respectively (Figure 1g).39 This result
indicates that the PSLs have numerous heteroatoms and
defective carbon structures. The O 1s spectrum confirms that
the oxygen groups were composed of two groups based on C−
O and CO/O−CO bonding (Figure 1h). In addition, the
nitrogen groups exhibited two main configurations, pyridinic N
and pyridonic N, and minor quaternary N and N-oxide
structures (Figure 1i).40 The C/O and C/N ratios were
calculated to be 8.0 and 20.8, respectively. Considering the
oxygen and nitrogen configurations, a model structure of the
carbon basic structural unit that constitutes the PSLs is
depicted in Figure S3. The highly functionalized carbon
structures of the PSLs could induce highly efficient catalytic
effects, which result in homogeneous metal growth over the
entire electrode surface.
The electrochemical performances of the PSL-Cu and Cu

foil electrodes as Na metal anodes were tested in an electrolyte
of 1 M NaPF6 dissolved in diethylene glycol dimethyl ether
(DEGDME) without additives, with a cutoff capacity of 0.5
mA h cm−2. A photograph of both electrodes shows no
morphological difference (inset of Figure 2a), whereas their
electrochemical performances are significantly different. The
first Na metal plating profiles of both electrodes at an areal
current density of 50 μA cm−2 exhibit voltage overshooting
(VO) in their early parts, which originates from the nucleation
barrier of electrochemically reduced Na metal (Figure 2a).32

Therefore, a lower VO indicates a better catalytic effect. The
PSL-Cu has a remarkably low VO and overpotential of ∼10

Figure 2. (a) Galvanostatic sodium metal plating profiles of Cu foil and PSL-Cu at a current rate of 50 μA cm−2. (b) Rate performance of sodium
metal deposition/stripping on PSL-Cu at current rates from 0.2 to 4 mA cm−2. (c) CEs of Cu foil and PSL-Cu at current rates from 0.2 to 4 mA
cm−2. (d) Cycling stability of galvanostatic sodium metal plating/stripping cycles on PSL-Cu (a cutoff capacity of 0.5 mA h cm−2 was applied).
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mV, which is a much lower value than that (∼26 mV) of the
Cu foil electrode. This result suggests that sodium metal
deposition on PSL-Cu is much more favorable than on Cu foil.
The pyroprotein layer can play three important roles in the
sodium metal deposition process. First, the heteroatom-
enriched carbon structure has greater hydrophilicity, leading
to a more similar surface energy between PSL-Cu and the
electrolyte. As indicated by the following equation,

δ δ≈ − ⌀Δ ( )H
V T

2
G sol

2mix

mix G
, where δi = √Esur

i is the square root

of the surface energy of phase i, TG and ⌀ are the thickness and
volume fraction of PSL-Cu, respectively, and ΔHmix and Vmix
are enthalpy and volume of mixing, respectively, and the
similar surface energy indicates high compatibility between
PSL-Cu and the electrolyte. Therefore, the PSL-Cu could have
a good wettability in the glyme-based electrolyte, guiding the
homogeneous sodium metal deposition. Second, it dramati-
cally increases the active surface area because sodium ions can
be inserted into the disordered carbon layers. Third, the
defective structures of PSL-Cu act as highly effective
catalytically active sites for metal deposition. Therefore,
although the electrical conductivity (9.3 × 100 S cm−1) of
PSL-Cu is several orders of magnitude smaller than that of bare
Cu foil, sodium metal is preferentially deposited on the PSL-
Cu surface. However, the relatively low electrical conductivity
induces greater polarization than the Cu foil electrode, leading
to the higher voltage drop observed in the discharge profile of
PSL-Cu. Nevertheless, the overpotential is not increased much
with increasing current rates (Figure 2b). At a current rate 80
times higher (4 mA cm−2), the PSL-Cu exhibited a nucleation
overpotential of only 23 mV (Figure 2b). The drastic reduction
of the VO could be caused by the presence of numerous active
sites. The first-order linear equation exhibited in a previous
report describes Na metal nucleation process.41 From the
equation, the Na metal growth mechanism can be differ-
entiated into three different types according to the character-
istic times of diffusion and charge transfer: (1) kinetic control
(kG/DN0

1/2 ≪ 1), (2) mixed kinetic-diffusion control (kG/
DN0

1/2 ≈ 1), and (3) diffusion control (kG/DN0
1/2 ≫ 1).41,42

According to the literature, Na metal growth by the kinetic-
controlled system can induce a filmlike metal deposition on the
surface of the electrode.41,42 In addition, the kinetic-controlled
metal deposition can be induced by introduction of a lot of
catalytic active sites. It is well-known that defective carbon
structures can act as redox centers for Na ion storage in the
anodic voltage region.6−9 When the cell voltage decreases in
the anodic voltage region close to 0 V versus Na+/Na,
numerous Na ions are chemisorbed on the surface of the
defective carbon structures.6 Furthermore, as the voltage

further decreases to ≤0 V, Na metal could be deposited on the
carbon surface. At this time, the Na-introduced sites could act
as catalytic sites for the deposition of Na metal. In the first Na
metal deposition profile of the PSL-Cu, the areal capacity is
0.087 mA h cm−2, corresponding to 3.25 × 10−6 mol cm−2 of
Na ions (approximately 1.95 × 1018 ea). If the sodiated sites
fully work as catalytic spots, dendrite-free metal growth is
possible because the numerous catalytic sites enable a
homogenous Na ion flux and simultaneous metal growth in
the over the entire electrode area. From a macroscopic
viewpoint, filmlike metal layers could be formed/stripped in
the electrochemical cycling process. The filmlike metal
deposition morphology was directly confirmed by ex situ
characterization. To obtain an ex situ FE-SEM image of the
fracture surface after sodium metal deposition on PSL-Cu,
sodium metal was deposited on PSL-Cu with an areal capacity
of 0.5 mA h cm−2 in a 2032-type coin cell and then
disassembled in Ar atmosphere. The PSL-Cu with sodium
metal was mounted on a SEM holder, coated with DEGDME
electrolyte to obstruct its exposure to air, and then transferred
to the SEM instrument. As shown in Figure S4, the ex situ
SEM image reveals a clear sodium metal layer on the surface of
PSL-Cu. The energy-dispersive spectrometer images also
indicate that sodium and carbon are mainly located in separate
layers. In addition, an optical microscopy image of PSL-Cu
after sodium electrodeposition with an areal capacity of 0.5 mA
h cm−2 shows a filmlike metal layer (Figure S5). In contrast,
under the same conditions, dendritic metals were formed on
the surface of bare Cu foil. Ex situ FE-SEM images also
demonstrate the catalytic effects of PSL-Cu (Figure S6). After
100 cycles of sodium metal deposition/stripping, the PSL-Cu
retained its initial morphology, while the bare Cu foil was
contaminated with moss-like byproducts. These results
demonstrate that the pyroprotein layers play an important
role in the Na metal plating/dissolution cycles. However, a
similar experiment using a carbonate-based electrolyte led to
poor CE values (Figure S7). Hence, the high electrochemical
performance of PSL-Cu is induced by a synergistic effect with
the glyme-based electrolyte.
On the basis of both the theoretical background and

experimental results, the concepts of specific sodium metal
deposition/stripping on both PSL-Cu and Cu foil electrodes
are depicted as a schematic image in Figure 3. The Cu foil
electrode is poor in catalytic sites for the nucleation of Na
metal, which could result in a heterogeneous metal growth
with protruding sections during the metal deposition process.
As the Na ion flux tends to converge on projecting areas, the
uneven metallic surface of the Cu foil electrode could

Figure 3. Schematic image for the sodium metal plating/stripping process on (a) Cu foil and (b) PSL-Cu electrodes.
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accelerate dendritic metal growth in the continuous metal
deposition process (Figure 3a).25

The reversibility of Na metal stripping from the high aspect
ratio dendritic metals is so poor that a drastic decrease in the
CE could occur with the accumulation of mossy byproducts
(Figure 3a). In contrast, the PSL-Cu with its numerous
catalytic sites can result in homogeneous metal growth over the
entire surface area, causing highly reversible metal plating/
stripping cycles (Figure 3b). The CEs and cell-to-cell
variations of the PSL-Cu and Cu foil electrodes were
characterized at different current rates from 0.2 to 4 mA
cm−2 using 10 cells for the respective samples, as shown in
Figure 2c. At current rates of 0.5 and 1 mA cm−2, the PSL-Cu
electrode shows high average CEs of 99.9%, whereas the Cu
foil electrode exhibits CEs of approximately 85% at the same
current rates. The CEs of the Cu foil are much lower than
those previously reported.26 Higher CEs could probably be
induced by pretreatment and/or surface modification of the
Cu foil. The type of Cu foil and its surface uniformity probably
affect the electrochemical performance. However, there is no
information regarding such treatments in the report, which
makes comparison difficult. Hence, we reiterate that the
commercial Cu foil electrode (Wellcos Corp. Seoul, Korea) in
this study was used without further treatment.
It is noteworthy that the PSL-Cu electrode shows similar

CEs with a standard deviation of ∼0.43% in repeated cell tests,
whereas the Cu foil electrodes show at least 10 times greater
cell-to-cell variations in their CEs (Figure 2c). Although several
issues arise with regard to the decrease in the CE, one major
origin of the large CE deviation could be due to the dendritic
metal growth. In a Cu foil electrode with low catalytic sites, the
diffusion-controlled Na metal deposition is accompanied by
the growth of dendritic structures. In addition, the uneven
surface could induce an inhomogeneous Na ion flux, which
leads to the dendritic Na metal growth. The reproducibility of
the electrochemical performance is a critical factor for the
practical application of metal anodes. The PSL-Cu electrode
shows not only high CEs at a viable current rate but also
reliable cell performance in repeated tests. The cycling
performance of the PSL-Cu electrode for continuous Na
metal deposition/stripping was examined at a current rate of 1
mA cm−2 during 300 cycles (Figure 2d). After achieving
stability in the early few cycles, the average CE of the PSL-Cu
electrode reached ∼99.96%, and stable cycling was maintained
throughout the entire cycling process. The voltage profile
versus time plot, shown in Figure S8, supports the PSL-Cu
cycling stability analysis. In addition, stable cycling was
maintained with an increased cutoff capacity of 1 mA h
cm−2, while a slight fluctuation of the CE was observed at 2
mA h cm−2 (Figure S9).
The practicality of PSL-Cu was further tested using a full cell

assembled with a reported cathode material, Na1.5VPO4.8F0.7.
43

As shown in Figure 4a, the galvanostatic charge/discharge
profiles of the Na1.5VPO4.8F0.7 cathode at a specific current rate
of 0.1 A g−1 over a voltage range of 2.5−4.4 V versus Na+/Na
show a specific capacity of ∼105 mA h g−1 and an average
voltage of ∼3.9 V in a half-cell test with a Na metal foil as the
reference and counter electrodes. A full cell was prepared using
PSL-Cu and Na1.5VPO4.8F0.7 as the anode and cathode,
respectively, after precycling of the respective electrodes for
10 cycles, and an electrolyte of 1 M NaPF6 dissolved in
DEGDME was used for the test. The PSL-Cu//
Na1.5VPO4.8F0.7 cell shows similar galvanostatic charge/

discharge profiles to the Na1.5VPO4.8F0.7 cathode (Figure
4b), wherein a specific capacity of ∼103 mA h g−1 and an
average voltage of ∼3.9 V were achieved at a current rate of 0.1
A g−1 over the voltage window 2.5−4.4 V (Figure 4b). This
corresponds to a specific energy of 402 W h kg−1 at 390 W
kg−1 for active material-based calculations. The remarkably
high specific energy is partly due to the negligible loading
content of the thin catalytic seed layer coated on the substrate,
which can maximize the specific energy of the full cell.
Furthermore, the specific power of the PSL-Cu//
Na1.5VPO4.8F0.7 cell reached 3800 W kg−1 at 275 W h kg−1,
which is a much higher value compared with the previously
reported results obtained for CNP-1400//Na1.5VPO4.8F0.7,

6

PNA//Na1.5VPO4.8F0.7,
12 Sb@NC//Na3V2(PO4)3/C,

44 TiO2/
CFC//CFs,45 and NVP@C-CC//NTP@C.46 The energy−
power relationship can be confirmed using the Ragone plot
shown in Figure 4c. The cycling performance of the PSL-Cu//
Na1.5VPO4.8F0.7 cell was tested with a cutoff voltage of >4.4
and <2.5 V in the charge and discharge processes, respectively
(Figure 4d). To clarify the cycling behavior of the full cell, the
cycling performance of the Na1.5VPO4.8F0.7 cathode was also
determined at the same cutoff voltage, but at different current
rates of 0.2, 0.5, and 1 A g−1 (Figure S10). The cathode
showed no reduction in capacity over 100 cycles. Moreover, in
the case of the full cell, limited Na ions originating from the
Na1.5VPO4.8F0.7 cathode are reversibly deposited/stripped on
the PSL-Cu. Therefore, the loss of Na ions is directly
connected to the reduction in capacity owing to the finite
Na supply. The PSL-Cu//Na1.5VPO4.8F0.7 cell maintains
approximately 86% of the initial capacity after 30 cycles,
corresponding to a CE of 99.5% (calculated from (0.995)30).
Hence, the thin PSL on the Cu substrate drastically improves
the reversibility of the Na ion deposition/stripping cycles.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, a thin RSF coated onto a Cu foil was transformed
into a homogeneous pyroprotein layer with a thickness of
∼100 nm and an Rrms value of ∼0.57 nm. The PSL-Cu
electrode was highly stable during Na metal deposition/

Figure 4. Galvanostatic charge/discharge profiles of (a)
Na1.5VPO4.8F0.7 and (b) PSL-Cu//Na1.5VPO4.8F0.7 cells over a voltage
window of 2.5−4.4 V at a current rate of 0.1 A g−1. (c) Ragone plots
of several energy storage devices including the PSL-Cu//
Na1.5VPO4.8F0.7 cell. (d) Cycling performance of the PSL-Cu//
Na1.5VPO4.8F0.7 cell at a current rate of 0.2 A g−1.
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stripping cycles in an electrolyte of 1 M NaPF6 dissolved in
DEGDME, with a low nucleation overpotential of ∼10 mV and
average CEs of ∼99.96% over 300 cycles, except for during a
few initial cycles, could be achieved. In addition, the PSL-Cu
electrode showed remarkably low cell-to-cell CE variations of
∼0.43%, demonstrating the necessity of the catalytic PSLs.
Moreover, the full-cell tests based on PSL-Cu//
Na1.5VPO4.8F0.7 showed a specific energy of 402 W h kg−1 at
390 W kg−1 and a specific power of 3,800 W kg−1 at 275 W h
kg−1, with a capacity retention of 86% after 30 cycles.
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